THE SUTHERLAND
The Ultimate On-ground Pool
presented by:

the story...
Sutherland Falls is a high volume waterfall of three steps on a mountainside in New Zealand’s Fiordland National
Park. The three drops occur in such quick succession that when viewed from the air the falls appear to be one long
drop. Its total drop is 1904 feet. Sutherland Falls is named after Donald Sutherland, a prospector who found the falls
in 1880.
The Sutherland is one of the most versatile swimming pools in the industry today. The Sutherland can be installed
on-ground or semi-inground! Every Sutherland Pool is produced in North America and features a Vinyl Works deluxe
liner, also manufactured in North America.
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The Sutherland is available in 8 standard shapes and sizes, round or oval, and is available in just
about any custom shape or size you can imagine.
The Sutherland on-ground pool is solid as a rock! Steel buttress technology and architectural design
reinforce its walls with amazing support. In fact, it’s the strongest on-ground swimming pool structure.
Its walls won’t buckle, puncture, or collapse like many other aboveground or semi-inground pools on
the market today.
The Sutherland is manufactured with 14 gauge, powder coated steel walls. The high tech epoxy powder
coated system that’s used is unrivaled in the category allowing us to offer a Lifetime Warranty!

And, if you want to add a salt generation system, that’s not an issue.
Sutherland is totally resistant to the corrosive nature of salt generators.
Now that’s versatility!
What good is a pool if you can’t sit at the water’s edge to cool your feet or just to rest?
The Sutherland offers a 5 inch top perimeter rail so you can do just that! We offer
a Tan PVC or synthetic wood option, either way, there’s absolutely no maintenance needed.
Make your Sutherland pool the most energy efficient pool on the market. Most on-ground or
semi-inground pool owners use a solar cover to help maintain water temperature.
However, they often miss the importance of insulating the sides of pools, which
helps prevent heat loss. Studies have shown you can reduce your monthly operating
costs with the use of a sufficiently insulated pool wall.
Sutherland gives you many exterior finish options, not just one. And, you can change
it at any time, just because you want to! The siding kits will give your

pool the aesthetics you’re looking for to enhance your landscape.

BLUE.CASCADE.POOLS

THE SUTHERLAND

Sutherland Options
You can add just about any option to your Sutherland Pool depending on the
installation you choose. Here are just a few. Be sure to ask your dealer for other
options that many be available.
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Aframe Ladder: Your Sutherland dealer will
recommend the best aboveground ladder option for
your pool. If your plans include a deck, your dealer
will recommend the appropriate deck to pool ladder.

Foam Insulation Kit: Your Sutherland dealer
can insulate your pool walls with an anti-microbial
foam that has an R-value of 7 at a 1” thickness.
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Snap In Pool Cover: Because your Sutherland pool
has a bead receiver, it allows for a snap in pool cover.
Aesthetically pleasing and it protects your pool from
damage and debris in the off season.
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LED Lights: Light up your life with led lighting.
Make your nighttime swims more fun and more
enjoyable. Depending on the lights you choose, you can
change the colors with your mode.

Filtration: Optional pool
equipment is available in Sand,
D.E., or Cartridge.

Coping Options
2 Top Rails to Choose From

Tan PVC Plastic

Separate Aluminum Coping

Synthetic Wood

www.BlueCascadePo ols.com

Features:
• Can be installed Aboveground
or Semi-Inground

SIZES &
SPECIFICATIONS

• 52” Pool Height
• 2 Top Rail Coping options to
choose from
• 14 Gauge Galvanized Powder
Coated Steel Walls
• Buttress Free Ovals
• Inground Quality Skimmer and
Return
• Hardware, Drive Stakes, Joint
Covers included

Round Pool 52”
Size/Feet
15’ x 52”
18’ x 52”		
21’ x 52”		
24’ x 52”		
28’ x 52”

Oval Pool 52”
Size/Feet		
15’ x 24’
15’ x 30’
17’ x 32’
Limited
lifetime

Warranty

Limited Lifetime

Sizes &
Shapes

Square
Feet

Gallons

15’ Round

165

5,000

18’Free
Round

257

7,710

21’ Round

334

10,020

24’ Round

459

13,770

28’ Round

608

18,240

15x24 Oval

296

8,880

15x30 Oval

383

11,490

17x32 Oval

480

14,400

* Standard Water Depth is
4’ on all sizes
made in

North

America
CAUTION: No Diving or Jumping. Above ground
pools are designed for swimming only.
At Blue Cascade Above Ground Pools, your family’s security is our priority. Always
ensure the proper supervision of children when around a swimming pool.

®

33 Wade Rd. Latham, NY 12110
www.imperialpo ols.com
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